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“Request for Proposal” Forms in Business
Businesses operate on several distinct levels—from small businesses interacting with individual customers to corporate organizations handling the enormous demands of large government
procurements. Consumers, regardless of size, have demands while retail businesses offer the supply, or, the goods to purchase. On a large scale basis, or at the wholesale level, various parameters
must be considered. For example, when a large quantity of items is requested, prices are lowered as
an incentive to the purchaser to buy in bulk. Sometimes companies or suppliers seek out the best
prices through a bidding process to ensure they receive what they need for the prices they are willing to pay.
DEFINITION
A Request for Proposal (RFP) is a solicitation for goods or services openly sent from the
soliciting business to other businesses that are asked to respond to the listing and provide the
prices and terms for supplying the requesting company’s needs. An RFP is typically sent to material
suppliers or service providers, as well as those listed online by an advertising service. The request
must clearly state that the company issuing the request will have a need for these items or services,
or the combination of goods and services, in the near future. Often specific corollary considerations
must be acknowledged by those responding to the request forms. Consider an order of cardboard
boxes; suppliers would need to know the following: Where are the boxes to be delivered? What import taxes are in effect? Is a special transport system required? When do they need to be delivered?
When provided with specific parameters, the suppliers can fully investigate the plausibility of the
individual request and bid accordingly.
At times, companies publish RFPs to gauge interest in and viability of certain business ventures. In this case, a company wants to know the potential of profitability before further considering
the business venture. It is important that the company’s RFP fully states the company’s business
objective to supply the product or service and leaves no room for misinterpretation. The request
should also fully state which suppliers should respond to the proposal, what is fully expected of
them at the initiation of the service or product supply, and what any anticipated future needs may
be. Duration of contract and future price increases must also be detailed in the request letter.
The internet has drastically changed the way in which small and large businesses process
RFPs. Online services make it easy to advertise RFP listings and collect bids. Document proposals
can be sent via email, and PDF files can help illustrate the requirements for the supply of required
goods and services. Signed hard copies, however, are still needed to legally enter a contract.
The logical sequence for the RFP would fall between the initial contacts’ requesting price and
volume discount and the ultimate Request for Quotation (RFQ) that represents the final contract
stage between the business that has the need and the supplier.
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